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1. INTRODUCTION

2. SLOAN DIGITAL SKY SERVER

3. ASKAP VAST

• Science is undergoing a massive data
explosion in terms of quantity and
transmission speed.

• I analysed the log files from the SDSS which
is the world’s first large online astronomical
database, because the potential users of the
VAST project find it difficult to predict how
they will be using the database.

• To establish the requirements for this
database I surveyed 13 potential users and
asked questions about their likely use of the
system and what information they would like
to retrieve.

• The aim of the analysis was to ascertain
how scientists actually interact with a large
scale database.

• For the open-ended questions qualitative
analysis was performed to extract and
categorise the participants responses.

• The datasets which scientists are dealing
with are becoming much more complex.

• The tables below highlight the responses of
question 23 from the survey. The letter after
the number 23 is a unique identifier for each
different concept.
• I classified every new concept and placed
them under a heading in the table with the
corresponding participant listed below it
which are numbered and colour coded.
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The amount of total global climate data [1]
Increases from 5 PB in 2010 to 347 PB in 2030
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How do scientists use databases?
What are the scientists requirements
for their database?

SDSS
SkyServer

Top Three Queries Performed

Does the evidence agree with their
perceptions?

• In 2001 “the average Wal-Mart had a better
database than the average astronomer[2]”,
highlighting science had not kept up with
commercial products.
Commercial
solutions e.g.
SciDB

Lab
book

Record
results in flat
file database

Create custom
solutions for
each project

Australian
Square
Kilometer
Array
Pathfinder (ASKAP) Survey for Variables
and Slow Transients (VAST)

• VAST is a project which will study radio
transients and variable phenomena like
supernova explosions.
CHALLENGE: Scientists require a time
variable phenomena database which is
capable of ingesting 2.72 GB/s of data.
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Queries that will
Finding objects similar
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to a given object from
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Categorisation of Written Queries

Types of ASKAP VAST Users

• I performed an automatic analysis of 2
million log entries using Python programs,
and manual analysis by hand of 5,000
queries which were written by the users.

• From the analysis of the results I
categorised the participants into three types
of users which are shown below:

• I categorised the queries written by the
users as being simple or complex according
to the following scheme I developed:

Aggregation e.g.
Max, count

Utilising tables which
contain pre-computed
joins with other tables
e.g. “SpecPhotoALL”

Using “Join”
inside a query

Simple

Using wildcards
”*” to obtain all
fields

Using “top” to get
certain amount of
results

SQL Query
Syntax
• A next generation telescope hoping to make
advances in science such as learning about
galaxies and stars that change rapidly.

23B

23G

History of How Scientists Store Results
• Scientists have progressed from using lab
books to store their results to custom
created databases due to the quantity and
specificity of the data they are dealing with.

23A

Complex
aggregation
including
grouping
(“group by”)

Utilising Views

Performing
Conversions
THIS RESEARCH IS SP

• A portion of the participants from the
survey state they will write and execute
complex queries to search the database.
• However from the analysis of the query
logs over 95% of the queries were
performed by using the search forms. For
the queries which were written by the
users, most were considered to be simple.

5. MY CONTRIBUTIONS
Performing
extensive filtering
of data within a
query

Complex

4. DISCUSSION

Explicit joins

• I established the requirements for the
ASKAP VAST project and developed use
cases to illustrate these requirements
• I also provided an analysis of how scientists
use and interact with scientific databases.
• I have synthesised the above results and
they will now form the foundation for
database developers to structure and create
the online database for the VAST project.
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